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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that when we omit the requirement that Lyapunov 
function V is decrescent, we need to impose an additional condition to 
prove asymptotic stability and Marachkov’s result [S] is precisely this. An 
interesting generalization of Marachkov’s theorem is due to Salvadori [ 111 
which utilizes two Lyapunov functions. Recently Hatvani [2, 31 improved 
Salvadori’s result significantly. See [4] for a discussion of this point. 
A stability property can be consiered as a family of properties depending 
on some parameters. Consequently, when we employ a single Lyapunov 
function to prove a given stability property, the Lyapunov function used is 
assumed to play the role for every choice of these parameters. As a result, 
if we utilize a family of Lyapunov functions instead of one, it is natural to 
expect that each member of the family has to satisfy weaker requirements. 
This is precisely the idea of using a family of Lyapunov functions [lo] 
and the advantage is more clearly seen in the case of uniform stability 
properties [2, 71. 
There are several different concepts of stability studied in the literature, 
such as, eventual stability, partial stability, conditional stability, to name a 
few. To unify these varieties of stability notions and to offer a general 
framework for investigation, it is convenient o introduce stability concepts 
in terms of two different measures. Following Movchan [9], Salvadori has 
successfully developed the theory of stability in terms of two measures 
which is yet to become popular. See [l, 7, 121. 
In [6] an idea of perturbing Lyapunov functions is introduced which 
is useful in the study of nonuniform stability properties under weaker 
conditions. Moreover, in the setup, a family of Lyapunov functions plays 
a decisive role. 
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We shall discuss, in this paper, nonniform stability properties in terms of 
two measures employing perturbing families of Lyapunov functions and 
incorporating the ideas involved in recent advances in stability theory 
indicated above. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let us list the following definitions and classes of functions for convenience. 
K= [a~ C[R+, R,]: B(U) is strictly increasing and a(O)=O]. 
CK= [cxC[R:, R,]: cr(t,u)EKfor each teR+]. 
r=[h~C[R+xR”,R+]:inf,~..h(t,x)=Oforeach teR+J. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let ho, her’. Then we say that h, is liner than h if 
there exists a p > 0 and a function 4 E K such that 
h,( t, x) < p implies h( t, x) d d(h,( t, x)). 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let VE C [R + x R”, R + ] and h E r. Then V is said to 
be (i) h-positive definite if there exists a p > 0 and a function b E K such 
that h(t, x) < p implies b(h(t, x)) 6 V(t, x); (ii) h-descrescent if there exists 
a p0 > 0 and a function a E K such that A,( t, x) < p,, implies I’([, x) < 
a(h,(t, x)); (iii) weakly h-decrescent if there exists a p0 > 0 and a function 
a E CK such that h( r, x) < p0 implies V( t, x) d a( t, A,( t, x)). 
Consider the differential system 
x’ =f(& xl, x(to) =x0, to 2 0, (2.1) 
where feC[S(h,p),R”] and S(h,p)=[(t,x):h(t,x)<p]. Let x(t)= 
x(t, to, x0) be any solution of (2.1) existing for t 2 to. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The system (2.1) is said to be (ho, h)-equistable, if 
given E > 0 and to E R + there exists a 6 = &to, E) that is continuous in r. for 
each E such that 
h,( to, x0) < 6 implies h( t, x(r)) < E, t>to. 
Based on Definition 2.3 and the usual stability concepts, it is easy to 
fomulate other kinds of stability in terms of two measures (ho, h). We shall 
be content in giving a few choices of the two measures (ho, h) to 
demonstrate the generality of Definition 2.3. It is easy to see that Delini- 
tion 2.3 reduces to 
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(1) the well-known stability of the trivial solution if (2.1) of 
46 x) = hoc& x) = Ilxll; 
(2) the stability of the prescribed motion x,(t) of (2.1) if h(t, x) = 
hot6 x) = lb--x,(t)ll; 
(3) the stability of an invariant set A c R” if h(t, x) = h,( t, x) = 
d(x, A), d being the distance function; 
(4) partial stability of the trivial solution of (2.1) if h(t, x) = IIxllS, 
1 ds<n, and h,(t, x)= Ilxll; 
(5) the stability of conditionally invariant set B with respect to A, 
where A c B c R”, if h( t, x) = d(x, B) and h,( t, x) = d(x, A). 
Several other combinations of choices are possible for (h,, h) in addition to 
htose given above. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
We begin by proving a result on nonuniform stability in terms of two 
measures under weaker assumptions which also shows that in those cases 
where the Lyapunov function found does not satisfy the desired conditions, 
it is fruitful to perturb it by a family of Lyapunov functions than to 
discard it. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that 
(A,,) h,, h E r and h, is finer than h; 
(A,) V, E C[s(h, p), R,], V,(t, x) is locally Lipschitziun in x, weakly 
h,-decrescent, and 
where g, E C[R:, R] with g,(t, 0) ~0; 
(A,) for every q>O, there exists a V,,EC[S(h,p)nS’(h,,rl), R,], 
where S’(hO, q) is the complement of S(h,, q), Vz,,(t, x) is locally Lipshitzian 
in x, 
W(t, xl) G Vz,(t, x) < a(ho(t, x)) on Sk P) n Who,,), 
where a, b E K and on S(h, p) n S’(h,q), 
D+ V,(c x) + D+ VzAt, xl G gdf, Vl(t, x) + Vztl(t, x)), 
where g, E C[R:, R] with g2(t, 0) = 0; 
409/140/l-8 
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(A,) the trivial solution is equistahle relative to the differential 
equation 
u’ = g,(t, u), u( to) = &J 3 0, (3.1) 
and uniformly stable with respect to the differential equation 
w’ = gz(t, w), w(t,) = wo 2 0, (3.2) 
then the differential system (2.1) is (h,, h)-equistable. 
Proof: Since V, is weakly h,-decrescent, here exists a 0 < pr Q p and a 
I& E CK such that 
J’,(t, xl G $o(t, ho(t, xl) if h,(t, x)<p,. (3.3) 
Also, h, is finer than h implies that there exists a 0 <p. < pI and a #r E K 
such that 
h(t, x) G #,(ho(t, xl) provided h,( t, x) < po, (3.4) 
where p. is such.that #r(p,,) < p,. 
Let 0 < E < p and to E R + be given. Since the trivial solution of (3.2) is 
uniformly stable, given b(s) > 0 and to E R + , there exists a 6, = do(s) such 
that 
w(t, to, wo) <b(E), t 2 to, if w. < 6,, (3.5) 
where w( t, to, wO) is any solution of (3.2). Since a, #1 E K, we can find a 
6, = Br(s) > 0 such that 
a(6,)<+ and h(S,) <E. (3.6) 
The equistability of the trivial solution of (3.1) implies that given do/2 > 0 
and t,ER+, there exists a 6* =8*(t0, s)>O, which is continuous in to, 
such that 
u. < 6* implies u(t, to, uO) < +, ta to, (3.7) 
where u(t, to, uo) is any solution of (3.1). Choose u. = V,(t,, x0). Since 
40~ CK and (3.3) holds, there exists a 6, = d,(t,, E) > 0 such that, 
6, E (0, min(b,, pl)), and 
hotto, x0) < 4 implies V,(t,, x0) < dotto, hotto, x0)) < 6*. (3.8) 
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We set 6 = min(b,, 6,) and suppose that h,(t,, x,,) < 6. We note that 
because of (3.4) and (3.6), we have 
We claim that h,(t,, x,,) < S implies h(~, x(t)) < E, t 2 t,. If this is not true, 
because of (3.9), there exists a solution x(t) of (2.1) with h,( t,, x0) < 6 and 
r2 > t, > t, such that 
hot?, x(t1)) = 61, Nt,, X(h)) = E and X(t)ES(h,&)nS’(h,,S*) 
for TV [t,, f2]. (3.10) 
Setting q = di(c), we see by (A,), there exists a V,, and hence letting 
m(t)= Vi(t,x(t))+ V,,(t,x(t)), te[t,t,], we obtain the differential 
inequality 
D+m(f) d gz(t, m(t)), fE t-t,, f21. 
Hence by the comparison theorem [S] we have 
42) G r,(t, f,, m(t1)), tE Cfl, fzl, (3.11) 
where r,(t, t,, m(t,)) is the maximal solution of (3.2). Also, we can obtain 
similarly the estimate 
v,cc x(t)) G r,(c to, utov x0)), tE [to, f,l, 
where r,(t, to, uo) is the maximal solution of (3.1). Hence by (3.7) and (3.8) 
we have 
Also, by (A2) and (3.6), we get 
Hence it follows that m(t,)<6, and therefore (3.5) and (3.11) imply that 
m(t,) G r2(r*, t1, m(t*)) < b(E). 
But m( tz) 2 I’,,( tz, x(tz)) B b(h(t,, x( t2))) = b(s), which leads to a con- 
tradiction. Hence the proof is complete. 
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Remark. If V, ~0 and g, E 0 in Theorem 3.1, then we get 
Theorem 3.2.2 in [7] which shows the advantage of utilizing a family of 
Lyapunov functions in proving uniform stability. As it is, Theorem 3.1 is an 
extension of Theorem 2 in [6] relative to two different measures and 
includes several situations. 
We shall next consider a result on asymptotic stability in the same spirit 
as that of Theorem 3.1. Here we utilize the ideas of Hatvani [2, 31. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that 
(i) h,, h E f and h, is finer than h; 
(ii) V, E C [S(h, p), R + 1, Vl(t, x) is locally Lipschitz in x and weakly 
h,-decrescent; 
(iii) for every q >O, there exists a V2,,e C[S(h, p)n S’(h,, q), 
R, 1, V2,Jt, x) is locally Lipschitz in x, and for (t, x) E S(h, p) n S’(h,,) 
b(h(t, x)) d Vz,,(t, xl d a(Mt, x)1, 
D+ V,(t, x) + D+ Vz,Jt, x) < At, f’,(t, .x) + Vz,Jt, x)), 
where gEC[R:, R] with g(t, 0) = 0; 
(iv) the trivial solution of a’ = g(t, a), u(t,) = a0 2 0 is uniformly 
stable; 
(v) there exist two functions V,, V4e C[S(h, p), R] such that 
V, = V, + V4, where V3 is h-positive definite and 
D+ V,(t, x) d -i(t) C(V,(t, x)) on SW, P), 
where CEKandAEC[R,, R + ] is integrally positive, that is, II 2(s) ds = 00 
whenever Z=u,E, [cc;, /Ii], CC~</?~<CC~+~, and /?,-cli~6>O; 
(vi) for every function y E CCR, , R”1, the function 
Jb [D+V,(s, y(s))], ds is uniformly continuous on R,, where [ .I, means 
that either the positive or negative part is considered for all s E R + . 
Then the differential system (2.1) is (h,, h)-equiasymptotically stable and 
lim,,, V4(t, x(t)) exists and is finite for any solution x(t) of (2.1). 
Proof: Since (v) implies that D+ VI(t, x) < 0 on S(h, p), the assump- 
tions (i) to (iv) yield by Theorem 3.1 that the differential system (2.1) is 
(h,, h)-equistable. Choosing E = p and designating by 6, = b(t,, p), it is 
clear that we have 
h,( t,, x0) < 6, implies h( t, x(t)) < p for t2 t,. (3.12) 
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Let x(t) be any solution of (2.1) satisfying (3.12). Define the functions 
ml(t)= I’,(t, x)), mJt)= V,(t, x(t)), and m,(t)= V4(f, x(t)) so that 
m,(t) =m3(t) +m,(t). Assumptions (ii) and (v) yield that ml(t) is non- 
increasing and bounded from below and therefore lim, _ o. m,(t) = rr < co. 
We claim that lim inf,, o. m3(t) = 0. If this were false, there would exist 
a j>O and a T>t, such that 
m,(t) 2 P> t > T. (3.13) 
By (v) and (3.13), it then follows that 
D+m,(t) Q -A(t) C(m,(t)) d -A(t) c(p), t > T. 
Thus, for l=UE1 [ai, B,] such that T<ai<fli<cc,+,, pi-tli>B, we get 
~~~m,(l)~m,(T)-C(B)j‘: A(s)ds<m,(T)-C(B) j,Mds= -03, 
which is a contradiction. 
Suppose now that lim sup, _ o. mX(t) > 0. Then there exists a y > 0 such 
that lim supr _ no m3( t) > 3~. Since lim, _ o? m,(t)= 0 and m,(t) is non- 
increasing, there exists an M > 0 such that 
0 d ml(t) d 0 + y, t2t,+M. (3.14) 
For definiteness, suppose that assumption (vi) holds with [ .] +. Since 
mj(t) is continuous, we can choose a sequence 
t, + A4 < ty < p < . . . < t(‘) I <p< . . . 
such that for i= 1,2, . . . . 
rn3( I”) = 3y, m3( ti*‘) = y, Y 6 5(t) < 3y, t E [ti”, t;*q. (3.15) 
From (3.14) and (3.15), it is easy to see that 
m,(t~‘)) - m,(ti”) < 0 - 27, m,(t$*‘)-m,(tl*))>a-y. (3.16) 
Since ml(t) = rn3( t) + m,(t), it follows from (3.16) that 
0 < y < m,(ti*‘) - m,(tl”) < [,:‘:l’ [D+m,(s)] + ds, 
which shows by (vi) that there exists a d > 0 such that 
t!*‘- I!‘) 2 d i= 1, 2, . . . . (3.17) 
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By (3.15), (3.17), and (v), we then get 
,liT m,(:)<m,(r,+M)-J* C(y)i(s)ds 
,“+ M 
where I= WY: I [tl”, ‘2) t, 1. This contradiction implies that lim,, z m,(t) = 0 
and since V, is h-positive definite, we get in turn lim,, cc h(t, x(t)) = 0. 
Thus we conclude the system (2.1) is (A,, h)-equiasymptotic stable. To 
prove the last assertion of the theorem, note that lim, _ Q, m,(t) = CJ and 
lim , _ ~ m3( t) = 0 and consequently, the definition of m,(t) yields 
lim, _ *. m,(r) = 5. The proof is therefore complete. 
Remark. If we set V,, E 0, g E 0, and assume that V, is h-positive 
definite, then Theorem 3.2 contains Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 of 
Hatvani [Z] for the case h = IIxII,, h, = llxil; of course, in this special case, 
h = h, = /(x(( includes Salvadori’s result [ 111. Our results demonstrate how 
one can prove nonuniform stability properties under weaker assumptions 
utilizing families of Lyapunov functions. 
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